
IPR 101 MAJOR SIGNING THIS SEMESTER

THE VALUE OF TEAMWORK

 

This semester there has been a handful of students that signed integrative public relations as their
major. During the course IPR 101, students had a chance to gather together on October 8 to sign their
IPR major. Along with signing, students chose academic advisors to work with the rest of their time at
CMU. The academic advisors consist of Dr. Will Anderson, Dr. Diane Krider, Dr. Richard Ren, and Mr.
Jim Wojcik. 
 
“I signed because I felt like they have a clear path to a career in PR. Most other majors don't give us the
information on what it takes to succeed and what steps need to be taken,” said Nahum Tesfai, a Junior
who just signed IPR as his major. 
 
IPR 101 helps students break down and explore what public relations is all about. This helps students
discover if they would like to sign IPR as their major or not. It’s never too late to sign your major, so
contact one of the advisors if you’d like more information in regards to signing.
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Teamwork is very important and possibly even more so in PR. No one works alone in public relations and

it is better that way. If every decision was made by one person things like simple spelling errors,

overlooked primary and secondary target audiences and media strategies could be missing. People come

from different backgrounds and have diverse experiences with everything they do.

 

What makes PR Central great is its ability to give people the benefit of learning how to work in a group

towards a common goal that has an impact. Knowing how to work in a team is essential for creating the

best PR plan for a client or company. When people put their heads together and share their ideas and

experiences, new and innovative PR plans and strategies can be developed.

Written by Dakota Schlafley



 
EASY STEPS TO AVOID BURNOUT

College students are nearing the end of fall semester and are starting to burnout. What is burn out one

may ask? It is when a college student feels overwhelmed by their studies and gives up on their work. For

many students, this happens naturally and can happen without even noticing. To try and prevent this

from happening, here are some steps one can take to make it to Christmas break. 

 

First, according to Ryan Korstange, try and take a break from your studies. Taking a break and going out

with friends or watching a movie can relieve your brain and body. Second, Korstange recommends that

one should workout or stretch. Doing this can release stress and also release those harmful endorphins

that stay in one’s body while they’re sitting at a desk. 

 

Third, get rest. Try not to cram everything into one evening. Pace the work you have at hand as a

priority and try to get the recommended amount of sleep. Fourth, Korstange encourages people to see

the end goal. Seeing what all of this hard work goes toward can be very beneficial for people and can

help in the long run. 

 

Finally, according to Dominic Vaiana, one should learn to say no. Nobody can do everything that is

presented to them in one day. Saying no cannot only make you mentally healthy, but also creates more

time in your day to accomplish other tasks that need to be done. Doing these simple steps not only

prevents burnout, but also carries you to the end of the semester. Soon, you’ll be opening presents in no

time.
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PR Central is investing in its future and creating a culture of constant improvement. This is not only

true for general members, but especially for interns. Public relations is writing-oriented, so those who

would like to practice PR should constantly be writing. In light of these facts, PR Central has encouraged

its interns to stay sharp.

 

PR Central's Director of Membership Cassandra Malhado has organized the interning students at PR

central to create pieces for their future portfolios. Jacob Czopek, a Sophomore at CMU and an active

intern with PR Central, cited assignments and intern meetings after PR central meetings have been

helping keep him active and sharp. Interns have designed brochures, received feedback and are

currently working on the newsletter. Each of these help contribute to their portfolio and enhance their

writing. 
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INTERNS PORTFOLIO SPOTLIGHT Written by Nahum Tesfai



 
ADVICE FROM A PR PROFESSIONAL

“What jobs have you had in public relations and outside of public relations?” 
Berris has worked many jobs, especially in the broadcast field, before working at DTE. She worked at a

radio station in New Hampshire. She then worked as a TV anchor for the morning news in New

Hampshire. Later, she worked at a different TV station in New Hampshire. She then moved to Detroit. In

Detroit, she decided to get move involved in the public relations field. She began her work in Detroit at

the Associated Press. She finally found her present job working as the manager of electric

communication at DTE energy. 

 

“Out of all the jobs you’ve mentioned, which position has been your favorite?” 

Berris said she loves her current position at DTE. In her position, she handles her DTE customers during

crises such as the unexpected power outage on March 8, 2017 that left thousands of residents in Detroit

without power for days. 

 

“What skills and qualifications are needed to work in the public relations field?”  

Writing is an important skill to possess because the field if always looking for good writers.

 

“It is hard to teach someone to be a good writer,” said Berris. “It is so important to trust that they already

know how to write.”  

 

Beginning public relations professionals can learn a lot from Randi Berris.
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Randi Berris works at DTE energy as the manager of electric communication. Her
job consists of reassuring the public during power outages that “we got this.” Berris
graduated from Syracuse University in New York with a double major in
broadcasting and journalism. Berris landed multiple   broadcasting jobs following
graduation, so working at DTE is her first public relations job.    Berris gave some
great insight on what it's like working in the public relations field.

OPEN INTERNSHIP

CKC Agency in Farmington Hills is looking to fill a spring (January - April 2020) public relations intern

position with someone who is eager to gain experience in an agency setting, work on projects for a

variety of clients and build a strong professional portfolio. To apply for this position, send your resume to

isabel@ckcagency.com.



Q&A WITH PRC'S VP, SARA TRINE

What is your role as vice president?  
During the summer, Jamie (Jamie Kesteloot, President of PR Central) and I meet with and interview

clients. We place PRC members in client groups they fit best in. I help plan the duck derby and I

oversee four different client groups. Also, I work on the PowerPoints that are shown each meeting

and attend e-board meetings before PRC meetings. I collaborate well with Jamie a lot and she does a

really good job of treating me as an equal while working together even though the titles are there. 

 How do you balance your work life with your personal life?           
 I list everything that needs to get done for each time of the day before I go to bed. I also make sure to

do something that I enjoy for the last hour of my day. I admit that work is time-consuming and

fitting everything in my schedule is a little difficult, but there is nothing I really dislike about being

in PRC. 

Do you have any advice for newcomers of PR Central? 
 I suggest going to things and being present in all the events to show that you are interested. It

certainly helped me to be where I am right now. I also advise you to challenge themselves. PR

Central is meant to help you gain experience and if you don’t take the opportunity, you can’t do

anything,

HOW DOES JOURNALISM PLAY A PART IN PR?
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Some might feel that journalism does not connect to PR in any aspect. However, they’re wrong. In

fact, they are quite similar when it comes to three key points.  

 

Communication is a big skill required for both career fields due to having to use your communication

skills in order to talk and interact with your audience. Trust is something that needs to be built in

order to attain credibility within your audience so they will be willing to work and listen to what you

have to say. Relying on information is the basis of both career paths because they are used to

determine what content is produced for each field. In addition, someone in journalism plays a unique

role is by being knowledgeable in AP style as well as being a creative and strong writer. This is a huge

benefit because there are people in PR who may not have writing as a strength, so when it comes to

press releases, newsletters and any other writing related content in PR, a journalist can be there to

help.


